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Abstract: Due to the chromatic dispersion properties inherent in all optical materials, even
the best-designed multispectral objective will exhibit residual chromatic aberration. Here, we
demonstrate a multispectral microscope with a computational scheme based on the Fourier
ptychographic microscopy (FPM) to correct these effects in order to render undistorted, in-focus
images. The microscope consists of 4 spectral channels ranging from 405 nm to 1552 nm. After
the computational aberration correction, it can achieve isotropic resolution enhancement as
verified with the Siemens star sample. We image a flip-chip to show the promise of our system to
conduct fault detection on silicon chips. This computational approach provides a cost-efficient
strategy for high quality multispectral imaging over a broad spectral range.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Multispectral microscopy, as a powerful method to obtain wide spectral images of a sample,
has been applied to various research and industrial fields, from ore mineral inspection [1] and
pharmaceutical composition determination [2] to biological tissue analysis [3]. Especially, with
the wavelength extended to the near infrared (NIR) regime, the multispectral imager can have
even more capabilities, including food quality inspection and wafer and solar cell production
monitoring [4,5]. Thus, multispectral microscope reaching to the NIR regime can be a promising
instrument for the aforementioned scenarios.
A multispectral microscope’s performance highly depends on the optical system design, as
aberrations are critical barriers for an optical imaging system to achieve the ideal diffraction-limited
resolution. Particularly, when the illumination wavelength ranges over a wide spectrum, such as
from ultraviolet to NIR light, the chromatic aberration can become quite severe. Conventionally,
to achieve an optical system whose aberrations are well-corrected for a wide spectrum, optical
engineers need to put in much effort to combine multiple lenses of different surface profiles or
materials to compensate for the aberrations with the aid of optical design software. Even if the
final design meets the requirement, the manufacturing process can be difficult and costly. It often
entails a bulky setup [6]. Furthermore, due to the finite number of optical surfaces, it will still
suffer from residual aberrations to some extent [7].
The imperfect phase retardance of lenses that generates aberrations can be represented by a
phase-only function, called the pupil function. Instead of minimizing the aberration with the
optical design, it is also viable to compensate for the phase error afterwards, either through
additional hardware components, for example, a spatial light modulator, or by numerical post-
processing. The key to this approach is to obtain the accurate wavefront. Its difficulty lies in
the fact that the light frequency goes far beyond the response rate of the existing state-of-the-art
detectors, unlike other waves such as acoustic waves whose wavefronts can be directly measured
in time by sufficiently fast detectors. Therefore, the phase information of an optical wavefront can
only be inferred from a detector’s intensity measurements. There have been intensive research
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efforts around the optical wavefront sensing techniques. A simple non-interferometric method is
to utilize a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor [8,9], which comprises of a set of micro-lenses
placed in close proximity to an array detector. From the local focal spot shifts, the phase distortion
can be computed. In spite of its simple principle, a considerable setup modification is inevitable.
Its spatial resolution is limited by the micro-lens density, and thus the phase approximation is
relatively rough.
Alternatively, the wavefront can be reconstructed from direct intensity measurements by the
image sensor [10–36]. The reconstruction is performed by computational algorithms which can
be categorized into two groups. Non-iterative methods are based on the transport-of-intensity
equation (TIE) [10–14]. It is a second-order elliptic partial differential equation that quantitatively
relates the longitudinal intensity variation with the transverse phase distribution of the wavefront.
However, this method cannot cope well with significant modulations in the amplitude as they can
cause singularity problems during the numerical calculation. The other group of computational
wavefront measurement algorithms is categorized as the iterative method, which utilizes the
degrees of freedom in the optical system to introduce phase diversity [15–17]. A set of seemingly
distorted intensity patterns generated by phase diversity is first recorded by a detector and then
combined with an iterative algorithm into the original wavefront’s complex function. There are a
number of different ways to introduce the phase diversity. One simple way is by defocusing (i.e.,
axial scanning) [18–23]. Various algorithms for phase retrieval from defocus diversity have been
reported [18–21]. It is suitable for lens-free on-chip setups to achieve high-throughput imaging
[22,23]. However, it is prone to pixilation artifacts, as the optical resolution can easily exceed
the detector’s pixel resolution. Another iterative wavefront reconstruction method operates by
laterally scanning the wavefront over a thin sample. This method is termed ptychography [24–26],
and it works by shifting an illumination probe over the sample with the coverage at each scanning
position overlapping one another so that a highly redundant diffraction pattern dataset is captured.
The overlapping region functions much like an interferogram during the iterative reconstruction
procedure of the complex functions of both the sample and the probe, which guarantees the
convergence of the non-convex phase retrieval computation. Afterwards, its Fourier-domain
counterpart, Fourier ptychographic microscopy (FPM), was proposed [27].
FPM is based on the principle that the objective lens’s pupil function can act as the probe
that scans across the Fourier spectrum of the sample under plane-wave illuminations of varied
angles. Combined with a simple LED array to realize the spectrum scanning, it can access
wider spatial-frequency band of the sample and thus enhance the imaging resolution by aperture
synthesis with phase retrieval. Due to its simple setup and robust performance, it has attracted
great interest from researchers, spurring theoretical and experimental achievements ranging from
better optimization algorithms [28,29], system error calibration [30], and noise suppression
[31,32], to three-dimensional imaging [33,34]. Furthermore, a variant of FPM, termed aperture-
scanning FPM, was demonstrated to directly scan a physical aperture over the Fourier plane
[35,36], similar to the coded aperture method in the computational photography [37]. It can be
easily realized for both transmissive and reflective imaging, and it is fit for applications where the
sample-objective distance is not adjustable, such as wafer inspection [36] and retinal imaging [7].
In addition, without the varied-angle illumination requirement, the thin-sample assumption of
the original FPM is circumvented [35].
Applying the aperture-scanning FPM to optical aberration removal has been previously
explored in [38] which demonstrates simultaneous optimization of the pupil function estimate and
the sample spectrum estimate via the simulated annealing algorithm. Unlike the simultaneous
optimization algorithm proposed for angular-diversity FPM [28], this method was shown to be
quite sensitive to input parameters and sample as it does not have the advantage of redundant
pupil function information scanning across the sample spectrum. Moreover, its optimization
computation workload is significantly great due to the high non-convex property of its formulation,
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which is unacceptable when calibrating the spatially varying aberration over a wide field of view
(FOV), let alone for multiple wavelengths.
In this paper, we report a multispectral microscope based on aperture-scanning FPM that
is applicable to general imaging scenarios. With its ability to reconstruct complex wavefront
functions, it removes aberrations present in the optical system in post-processing to recover sharp,
in-focus images. To overcome the limited resolution of the array detectors for both visible and NIR
wavelengths, we first use aperture-scanning FPM to synthesize pixel-super-resolution complex
fields of a sample [36] over 4 illumination wavelengths (405 nm, 532 nm, 638 nm, and 1552
nm). Pixel super-resolution is especially critical for NIR wavelengths as the existing short-wave
infrared (SWIR) cameras are all made of IndiumGallium Arsenide (InGaAs), whose noise control
is much more difficult than the mainstream visible light (VIS) cameras based on silicon. Its pixel
size is thus bigger (around 10–15 µm) to achieve sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). As such,
it can easily violate the Nyquist sampling requirement of the objective lens in the microscope.
Then with the pixel-super-resolved complex fields at hand, multiple defocused complex field
slices can be generated and fed into the defocus-diversity-based aberration reconstruction method
proposed by [39] to account for the spatially varying aberrations.
This paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our multispectral microscope
system based on aperture-scanning FPM and describe the aberration calibration and correction
scheme. In Section 3, we present the multi-wavelength calibration results of our system and
verify its fidelity using the Siemens star sample under both transmissive and reflective imaging
geometry. In Section 4, we show the application of our system to imaging the frontside and
backside of a flip-chip to demonstrate it is a viable method for conducting fault detection on
silicon-wafer chips.
2. Methods
2.1. Experimental system
Our multispectral microscope system consists of the illumination path and the detection path,
as shown in Fig. 1(a). To obtain the multispectral information, 4 laser diodes with different
wavelengths ranging from 405 nm to 1552 nm are coupled into a multi-mode fiber (FT200EMT-
CUSTOM Thorlabs, 0.39 NA, Ø200 µm, FC/PC, 5m), which is jittered by a vibrating motor to
wash out the speckle in the output. The diodes are sequentially powered by a programmable
microcontroller (Arduino UNO) during the image capturing process. Depending on the sample
to be imaged, transmission or reflection illumination mode is selected. In the detection part,
the VIS and NIR imaging paths share the same objective (10X Mitutoyo Plan Apo NIR Infinity
Corrected Objective, 0.26 NA), 4f relay system and a mechanical scanning aperture. The paths
are separated by a 50:50 beam splitter. Each path has a tube lens and a camera designed for
the respective wavelengths. This dual-detection-path design is necessary because it is hard to
find a camera with such a wide spectral response. The VIS camera (PROSILICA GX6600)
used for wavelengths ranging from 405 nm to 638 nm has 6576×4394 pixels with the pixel
size of 5.5 µm. The magnification for VIS imaging path is 10 so that the effective FOV in the
object space is around 3.62 mm×2.42 mm. The NIR camera (WIDY SWIR 640U-S) used for
1552 nm has 640×512 pixels with the pixel size of 15 µm. The magnification for NIR imaging
path is intentionally set as 5× so that the effective FOV in the object space is approximately
1.92 mm×1.54 mm. These two cameras are first manually aligned to match their centers in the
experimental setup, as shown in Fig. 1(c), and then digitally registered in the signal processing
step to rectify the slight tilting and rotation between two camera sensors. Here, the different
magnification factor selected for NIR imaging path is the result of a tradeoff between FOV and
the effective pixel sampling rate, which will be discussed together with the scanning aperture
size in the following.
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Fig. 1. Multispectral, aperture-scanning Fourier ptychographic microscope system design.
(a) The experimental setup schematic, switchable between transmission and reflection
illumination mode. (b) FPM scanning strategy, where the red dots and thick red lines
represent the scanning trajectory. The blue dotted circles represent the NA coverage of each
scanning aperture. (c) Spatial position of VIS and NIR camera FOVs on the sample plane.
For visualization, the VIS camera FOV is displayed in green and the NIR camera FOV in
transparent gray.
The key to the aperture-scanning FPM in our system is a physical iris with adjustable aperture
mounted on a 2D motorized translation stage. It is located at the relayed Fourier plane and
scanned in a spiral pattern, as shown in Fig. 1(b), for each laser diode. Then, a set of sub-aperture
intensity images are acquired for each wavelength. The overlapping rate between two adjacent
aperture coverages is about 85%, satisfying the redundancy demand by the FPM algorithm. The
total number of images required to fully exploit the objective NA is 47. The image sets will be
fed into the reconstruction algorithm described in the following section. In our experiment, the
aperture radius is chosen to be 3 mm, equal to 0.15 NA in the system. Thus, the effective pixel
size in the object space should be less than 1.35 µm (calculated at 405 nm) for the VIS imaging
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path and less than 5.17 µm (calculated at 1552 nm) for the NIR imaging path in order to meet
the Nyquist sampling requirement. According to the setup, the effective pixel size of the VIS
camera is 0.55 µm under 10× magnification, meeting the sampling requirement. For the NIR
camera, a large FOV is desired without going under the sampling limit. Thus 5× magnification is
a balanced choice, where the effective pixel size is 3 µm.
2.2. Aberration calibration and correction scheme
Aberration correction for the multispectral optics is a difficult task. Here, we first utilize FPM
to reconstruct the complex amplitude field and overcome the pixel sampling issue. Then, we
assume the FOV’s center region to be free from aberration and use it as the reference for
determining the spatially variant pupil functions across the FOV, as has been done in [39]. Finally,
the pupil functions are decomposed into the eight Zernike modes to be used for subsequent
aberration-compensation procedures.
Dataflow pipeline of the aberration calibration and correction scheme is shown in Fig. 2.
Here, polystyrene microspheres (Polybead, Polysciences) are used as the standard sample for
calibration due to their following advantages. First, they have an isotropic shape and a consistent
diameter with a variety of choices in size. We choose microbeads of different sizes for different
wavelengths so that they can be treated as the quasi-point object for our optical system and used
for the following calibration. Second, they can be homogeneously distributed across the full
FOV and thereby avoid the mechanical movement of sample to calibrate the spatially varying
aberration. As we can observe from Fig. 2(a), the microsphere located at the peripheral region of
FOV (denoted as off-axis bead) is distorted into an elliptical shape by the residual aberration,
while the one in the central FOV (denoted as on-axis bead) is circular.
Fig. 2. Dataflow pipeline of the aberration calibration and correction scheme. (a) Aberration
calibration algorithm pipeline based on the microbead sample. It consists of three steps,
FPM reconstruction, digital defocusing and Zernike mode fitting. (b) Aberration correction
algorithm pipeline. The pupil function at some specific spatial location is compensated as
its conjugate in the Fourier domain.
Shown in Fig. 2(a), our aberration calibration algorithm pipeline can be divided into 3 steps.
(1) FPM reconstruction
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The imaging process can be modeled as follows. The spatial coordinates on the sample plane,
the Fourier plane and the image plane are respectively denoted as (x, y), (u, v) and (x1, y1). The
exit wave out of the sample plane is described by a complex-valued function o(x, y). Then, for a
single wavelength λ0, the set of low-resolution raw images can be written as
Ik(x1, y1) = |F−1{F{o(x, y)} · Pk(u, v)}|2, k = 1, 2, . . . , 47, (1)
where each k corresponds to a scanning position and Pk(u, v) is the shifted aperture function at that
location. The goal of FPM algorithm is to reconstruct the phase from the highly redundant dataset.
First, a high-resolution spatial frequency guess O′(u, v) is generated. Then the computational
task is formulated as an optimization problem to minimize the following cost function:
argmin
47∑
k=1
| |F−1{O′(u, v) · Pk(u, v)}|2 − Ik(x1, y1)|
2
. (2)
Here, we adopt the sequential Gauss-Newton method to optimize it, taking the convergence
speed, noise robustness and computational cost into account [29]. Since the FPM algorithm has
been discussed in detail in [29], it will not be elaborated on in this part.
(2) Digital defocusing
After the complex amplitude functions of on-axis and off-axis beads are reconstructed, they
are digitally defocused to 10 different z-axis positions by the angular spectrum method [40]. If
the reconstructed complex amplitude field is denoted as B(x, y), the set of 10 z-stack images can
be written as
It(x, y) = |F−1{F{B(x, y)} · Ht(u, v)}|2, t = 1, 2, . . . , 10. (3)
Here, the Ht(u, v) is the free-space propagation kernel, which is
Ht(u, v) = exp
[
i
2pi
λ0
zt
√
1 − (λ0u)2 − (λ0v)2
]
, t = 1, 2, . . . , 10. (4)
The defocusing distance interval zt−zt−1is set as a constant linearly proportional to the wavelength
in order to produce the enough spatial variations among the intensity images It(x, y). The set of
z-stack intensity images Ioff ,t(x, y) from the off-axis bead function Boff (x, y) will be used as the
constraints in the following fitting step.
(3) Zernike mode fitting
Based on the assumption that the FOV’s center is minimally distorted and well corrected
by the objective lens’s manufacturer, it can be taken as the aberration-free region with the
diffraction-limited resolution performance. Therefore, the reconstructed on-axis bead Bon(x, y)
can be taken as the aberration-free image of the bead. The differences between this reference
image and the aberrated bead image at other FOV locations in the Fourier domain are attributed
to the residual aberrations. Considering that the minimization in the Fourier domain is sensitive
to noise, we formulate the optimization problem in the spatial domain. This is why the step (2) is
needed to obtain the z stacks in the spatial domain.
The aberration function can be decomposed into orthogonal Zernike modes Zmn (u, v), each
of which corresponds to a principle aberration basis [41]. In this paper, we focus on the top
eight common and dominant Zernike modes, which are Z−11 (tiltx), Z
1
1(tilty), Z
−2
2 (astigmatismx),
Z22(astigmatismy), Z
0
2(defocus), Z
−1
3 (comax), Z
1
3(comay), and Z
0
4(spherical aberration). For
simplicity, we re-notate them as Zj(u, v), j = 1, 2 . . . , 8. Consequently, a pupil function with a set
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of guessed Zernike coefficients is
P(u, v;w1, . . . ,w8) = exp
i2pi
8∑
j=1
wjZj(u, v)
 , (5)
where wj is the coefficient for each Zernike mode. Then we find the pupil function with the
Zernike mode coefficients that can minimize the following optimization argument:
argmin
10∑
t=1
| |F−1{F{Bon(x, y)}P(u, v;w1, . . . ,w8) · Ht(u, v)}|2 − Ioff ,t(x, y)|
2
. (6)
Once the optimal solution is found, the pupil function at the FOV location (x, y) can be subsequently
used to computationally compensate for the aberrations, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Here, since the
aberration is spatially varying and wavelength-dependent, the process above will be repeated for
different locations in the whole FOV and for all four wavelengths.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Spatially varying aberration
One fact implied in the account of Section 2.2 is that the aberration is spatially varying. This is
more obvious for the low NA objective with a large FOV, such as the one used in our multispectral
microscope system. Thus, the Zernike mode coefficient wj is a function of the spatial location
(x, y) on the sample plane and the wavelength λ, which can be written as wj(x, y; λ).
For a single fixed wavelength λ0, a series of discrete data points can be acquired for wj(x, y; λ0)
by repeating the calibration procedures in Section 2.2, as displayed by the blue dots in Fig. 3
(λ0 = 532 nm). It has been reported that the spatial dependency of different Zernike mode
coefficients can be fitted with the polynomials of different orders [41]. Thus, these discrete
Fig. 3. Spatial varying aberration of our multispectral microscope system when the
wavelength is 532 nm. (a)-(h) Zernike mode coefficients as function of the spatial coordinate
on the sample plane. Each blue-dot data point represents the calculated Zernike coefficient
weight from one off-axis bead. ∼70 beads are identified over the entire FOV. These data
points are fitted to a 2D surface for each type of aberration.
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data points are fitted to 2D surface in Fig. 3 so that the local Zernike coefficients for any spatial
location in the FOV can be queried. From the magnitude of eight Zernike coefficient distributions,
it can be seen that astigmatism is the dominant aberration in the objective lens of our study.
The same aberration characterization procedures are repeated for each wavelength and the
spatial variance of their Zernike coefficients is summarized in Fig. 4 and Table 1. Considering the
tilt and defocus aberration modes are sample-dependent and can be compensated by the digital
refocusing on local tiles, they are not shown here. In the reminder of this paper, we only apply
the reported three Seidel aberrations (astigmatism, coma and spherical aberration) to correct
residual aberrations and it can be seen in the next section that these Zernike terms are sufficient
because of their dominance in the aberration function.
Fig. 4. Spatial varying aberration of our multispectral microscope system for multiple
wavelengths. The NIR fitted surface result is based on the beads located in the NIR camera’s
FOV, shown by the dash-line box in (a). For comparison, it is extrapolated to the same size
as the VIS results. (a)-(d) Astigmatism and coma coefficients as function of the spatial
coordinate on the sample plane. Each color represents a single wavelength.
Table 1. Fitted spherical aberration
Wavelength (nm) 405 532 632 1552
Spherical aberration coefficient 0.0089 0.0104 0.0116 0.1148
For explicit visualization and comparison among four wavelengths, the aberration characteri-
zation results computed from the NIR camera’s FOV and VIS camera’s FOV are registered and
plotted together. The result under the NIR wavelength is further extrapolated to the same size as
the VIS ones to observe their varying trends. Since the spherical aberration coefficient is constant
for individual wavelength, they are displayed in Table 1 instead of the contours in Fig. 4. From
the contour plots, it can be seen that the spatial dependence of different Zernike mode coefficients
has similar distribution for each wavelength. However, the aberration is more severe for the NIR
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regime than for the VIS regime, indicated by the absolute values of all aberration coefficients.
They increase the fastest under the wavelength of 1552 nm when deviated from the FOV center.
3.2. Calibration demonstration
After the spatially varying aberration for each wavelength is calibrated, a simple and direct way
to verify its correctness is to apply it for imaging of a standard sample, such as the Siemens star
suggested by [42]. In the experiment, the Siemens star target is randomly offset from the optical
axis for each wavelength and the transmissive and reflective image datasets are acquired at the
same location.
Following the scheme described in Section 2.2, reconstructions before and after correction are
presented in Figs. 5(a)–5(b). To observe the resolution enhancement, the Siemens star’s center is
enlarged and shown in the inset boxes. It can be clearly seen that the aberrations at the arbitrary
locations are well corrected under both transmission and reflection illumination modes across all
wavelengths.
To further quantify the resolution enhancement, the line profile of a circle section from the
reflective reconstructions under four wavelengths is drawn [43] and compared before and after
aberration correction in Figs. 5(c1)–5(c4). The interval between peaks and troughs of Siemens
star before correction is uneven. The intensity of some troughs is even higher than the one
of peaks and several peaks and troughs are totally invisible. After compensation, the even
space between peaks and troughs tells that the aberration-corrected contrast is uniform at all
orientations, which indicates an isotropic resolution improvement. This verifies the efficacy of
our aberration compensation method. Notably, the overall reconstruction quality under 1552 nm
is not comparable to the VIS results, as the NIR camera has higher thermal noise.
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Fig. 5. Demonstration of aberration calibration and correction. The Siemens star target
was randomly offset from the optical center for different wavelengths. Transmissive (a) and
reflective (b) reconstructions before and after correction are compared and the inset boxes
zoom in on the sample center to show the resolution enhancement. (c1)-(c4) draws the line
profile of a circle segment in the reflective reconstructions before and after correction.
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4. Silicon chip imaging
A useful application of our multispectral microscope is for the silicon chip inspection. Here,
a flip-chip is utilized as our imaging sample. Flip-chip is a prevalent method to interconnect
semiconductor devices to external circuitry with solder bumps that have been deposited onto the
chip pads, as shown in the schematic of Fig. 6(a). The flip-chip we used has nine metallic layers
stacking above the silicon die with the thickness of around 305 µm. On top of the metallic layers
bonded are eleven micro-ball bumps.
Fig. 6. Schematic of the flip-chip and its frontside imaging. (a) Schematic of the flip-chip
and its micro-ball bump. (b) Multispectral frontside images of the flip-chip. (c) Comparison
between the visible and NIR images in three regions of interest (ROI) marked by the yellow
box in (b). (d) Enlargements of the same area from three visible-light channel images, where
the results before and after aberration correction are compared, together with the local pupil
function for each wavelength.
In failure analysis of silicon chips, nondestructive imaging is important to avoid disturbing the
functionality of integrated circuits (IC). High-resolution imaging techniques such as transmission
electron microscope (TEM) or scanning electron microscope (SEM) require the transistors to be
exposed destructively. Optical microscopy techniques may be used in the frontside imaging on the
top metallic layers. However, for the bottom layers or in situations where the flip-chip is bonded,
optical imaging is not practical as silicon is opaque in the visible spectrum [6]. Considering
silicon’s bandgap at 300 K is around 1.12 eV, the radiation at wavelengths longer than 1.12 µm
does not have enough energy to excite valence band electrons into the conduction band. Thus,
silicon is nearly transparent in the NIR regime. The use of NIR backside imaging is common in
the semiconductor failure analysis. Much effort has been put in the resolution improvement, such
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as using solid immersion lenses [44] and using a deformable mirror to compensate for aberrations
[45]. We expect that the NIR imaging results on silicon chip can be further enhanced with our
cost-efficient digital aberration correction method.
First, the frontside multispectral images are displayed in Fig. 6(b). It can be seen that different
information can be obtained under different wavelengths. Remaining adhesive and scratches
are the clearest under 405 nm while the solder mask and the copper wires respectively provide
contrast under 532 nm and 638 nm. The image under 1552 nm is similar to the one under 638
nm. The difference is more explicit in Fig. 6(c), the zoom-in of three regions marked in yellow
boxes in Fig. 6(b). Considering the resolution limit imposed by the wavelength, it is preferable to
image the frontside with the visible light. Furthermore, the aberration for three visible channels
is corrected. As shown in Fig. 6(d), the width of metal wires is not uniform due to aberrations
before correction. After the aberration correction is applied with the calibrated local pupil
function, the wire width becomes consistent, indicating the resolution is more isotropic. Another
interesting observation from the local pupil functions is that their patterns are similar to each
Fig. 7. Backside imaging of the flip-chip. (a) Comparison between the backside raw image
under the wavelength of 532 nm and 1552 nm. (b) Line profiles through the periodic structure
in (c2) to highlight the aberration correction performance. (c1)-(c3) Comparison between
up-sampled raw image, FPM-reconstructed image before aberration compensation and the
image after compensation along with their local pupil function.
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other except from being rescaled by the wavelength, which tells us that the spatial dependence of
aberration has a similar pattern for each wavelength, just as shown in Fig. 4.
As shown in Fig. 7(a), the 1552 nm wavelength can penetrate the silicon substrate of 305
µm thick while the 532 nm wavelength is totally blocked at the surface. Figure 7(c1) displays
the bond pad array and (c2) is the backside image of the inductor corresponding to the ROI 2
in Fig. 6(c). It is clear in Fig. 7(c2) that the side-by-side copper wires of the inductor cannot
be resolved by the direct up-sampled raw data due to the pixel aliasing. Although the FPM
reconstruction can overcome the pixel sampling issue, the aberration still distorts the wire shape.
Only after the aberration correction, the wires can be well resolved, as shown by the line profiles
in Fig. 7(b). This could be useful when diagnosing the faults, for example the short circuit, of the
IC. Without the aberration correction, it is difficult to resolve the integrity of the wires.
To sum up, our multispectral microscope can provide an informative inspection to the flip
chip. From the frontside imaging, the visible light can provide high-resolution multi-channel
images for top layers. From the backside imaging, the NIR light can penetrate the optically
opaque silicon wafer and see the structures beneath. For all the regimes, our aberration correction
scheme can overcome the aberration barrier, which is important as the microscale details of chip
can be easily distorted by the residual aberrations.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a scheme to calibrate and correct the aberrations of a multispectral microscope
system is reported. It is based on the aperture-scanning FPM, which can be easily integrated into
the traditional microscope system. With the pixel super-resolution ability of FPM [36], it relaxes
the sampling requirement for the detector. Thus, it is especially suitable for the NIR imaging
considering the current limitation in manufacturing detectors in the NIR regime. Moreover, our
multispectral microscope is based on computational aberration correction which is much simpler
in design and more cost-effective than other optical correction efforts. Once calibrated, it can be
applied for subsequent imaging without further calibrations.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheme, we have built and tested a multispectral
microscope system with the operating wavelength ranging from 405 nm to 1552 nm. Due
to the large FOV of the objective, the aberration in the periphery region is severe. We first
calibrate the system with the standard polystyrene microspheres, and then the isotropic resolution
enhancement is demonstrated with the Siemens star. Finally, we have shown a promising
application to image the silicon-wafer flip-chip. Some IC details are only resolved after the
aberration correction. Our scheme could find applications in nondestructive fault diagnosis
of samples such as microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) devices, heavily doped silicon
samples, wafer bonding, and 3D chip stacks.
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